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Abstract. It is quite conceivable that dark matter freeze-out occurred during an early period
of matter domination, in which case the evolution and relic abundance differ from standard
freeze-out calculations which assume a radiation dominated universe. Here we re-examine
the classic models in which dark matter interactions with the Standard Model are mediated
via either the Higgs or Z boson in the context of matter dominated freeze-out. We highlight
that while these classic models are largely excluded by searches in the radiation dominated
case, matter dominated freeze-out can relax these limits and thus revive the Higgs and Z
portals. Additionally, we discuss the distinctions between matter dominated freeze-out and
decoupling during the transition from matter domination to radiation domination, and we
comment on the parameter regimes which lead to non-negligible dark matter production
during this transition.ar
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1 Introduction
The vast majority of studies of thermal relic dark matter (DM) assume that DM decouples
whilst the universe is radiation dominated, however this need not be the case. If DM freeze-
out occurs whilst the universe is dominated by an energy density which redshifts other than
radiation-like, this changes the expansion rate of the universe H and thus will impact the
freeze-out dynamics. In particular, previous studies have been made under the assumption
that DM freeze-out may have occurred during inflationary reheating [1–4] or kination domi-
nation [5–8] (whilst the universe was dominated by the kinetic energy of a scalar field) and
impacts of non-standard cosmology on DM has recently received renewed attention [9–33].
The prospect that DM freeze-out may have occurred during a period of matter domina-
tion was highlighted in [17], a possibility observed in passing in [34]. For clarity, we note here
that some papers (e.g. [23–26]) have used ‘matter dominated freeze-out’ to refer to freeze-
in/out during the transition from matter to radiation domination. Here we restrict this term
to the case that DM freeze-out occurs significantly prior to this transition, when entropy
injection to the thermal bath can be neglected. Indeed, a nice feature of matter dominated
freeze-out compared to freeze-out during reheating is that the bath entropy is conserved and
thus the evolution of abundances can be tracked similar to standard freeze-out calculations.
Notably, matter dominated freeze-out implies a distinct evolution for the DM abundance
compared to freeze-out during the transition to radiation domination [1–4].
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In [17] matter dominated DM freeze-out was studied in a model independent manner
and viable parameter ranges were broadly identified. It was observed that the decay of the
matter-like field which leads to the early period of matter domination can dilute the DM,
thus allowing for smaller annihilation cross-section or much heavier DM. Here we continue
to explore matter dominated DM freeze-out in the context of a number of specific models.
Specifically, we revisit the classic models of Higgs or Z mediated DM freeze-out in the context
of matter dominated freeze-out. We identify scenarios in which these minimal DM scenarios
avoid current experimental limits and discuss the prospect for future detection.
In classic WIMP models DM is a new particle which interacts with the Standard Model
only via couplings to either the Z boson or via the Higgs. Electroweak scale WIMP DM
freezing out during radiation domination famously provides the observed relic abundance
automatically, and since these couplings and masses are motivated by the Standard Model
(and its extensions) this scenario has been affectionately coined the “WIMP miracle”. Indeed,
the classic WIMP picture looks less miraculous with each update from DM searches. However,
under the standard assumption of radiation dominated freeze-out, these classic models are
both excluded by searches away from special situations e.g. [35–37]. These experimental
null results have motivated models which ameliorate these experimental limits by either
tuning to specific parameter regions, such as resonant annihilation, or generalising the set-up
with additional particles and thus introducing more parameter freedom. Here rather than
changing the particle physics model, we take an alternative approach, and explore whether
these simple DM scenarios can be revived if our assumptions on cosmology are different.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we outline the general picture of matter
dominated freeze-out, highlighting in particular how it differs from the case of freeze-out
during entropy injection which has been studied elsewhere in the literature. In Section 3 we
consider the specific case of the Higgs portal in the most common and minimal realisations
involving either scalar or fermion DM. Then in Section 4 we consider another minimal DM
scenario in which the freeze-out DM density is set due to DM annihilations mediated by the
Standard Model Z boson. In Section 5 we provide a summary and conclusion, in particular
we highlight that if the DM undergoes freeze-out in an early matter dominated era then these
classic models can evade current searches and are potentially discoverable.
2 Matter Dominated Dark Matter Freeze-out
In this section we briefly recap the model independent analysis of matter dominated freeze-
out which appeared in the short paper [17], using this opportunity to provide additional
relevant details. In particular, we expand on [17] by discussing distinctions with the case in
which DM freezes-out whilst φ, the matter-like state which dominates the energy density in
the early universe, is decaying. This scenario in which DM freeze-out occurs whilst φ decays
can no longer be neglected is analogous to the case studied in [1–4].
We will discuss how the parameter space which gives the correct relic density changes
depending on whether DM freeze-out occurs during matter domination, during φ decays, or
after φ decays (during radiation domination). Finally, we comment on the case that the
decaying state φ has non-negligible branching fraction to DM. In later sections we will re-
evaluate the details discussed here in the context of specific models and identify viable regions
of parameter space.
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2.1 Model independent look at freeze-out during matter domination
Consider a population of heavy scalars φ (in principle φ could also be a vector boson or
fermion), with energy density ρφ and suppose at some critical temperature T? that ρφ starts
to evolve as matter, i.e. ρφ scales as a
−3 in terms of the FRW scale factor. For T > T?
the contribution of φ to the energy density is radiation-like, scaling as a−4. The simplest
possibility1 is the case that φ is some heavy species that decouples from the thermal bath
then φ becomes matter-like at T? ∼ mφ.
We start our analysis from the Friedmann equation, given by
H2 =
8pi
3M2pl
[ρR + ρφ + ρχ] , (2.1)
where ρR and ρχ are the energy densities of the Standard Model radiation bath and the DM,
respectively. For T? > T  mZ ,mχ the Friedmann equation can be rewritten as
H2 = H2?
[
g∗r
g∗ + gχ
(a?
a
)4
+ (1− r)
(a?
a
)3
+
gχr
g∗ + gχ
(a?
a
)4]
, (2.2)
in terms of g∗, the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom (DoF) of the Standard
Model and where gχ is DM internal DoF (similarly we define gφ to count the internal DoF
of φ). Here H? ≡ H(T?) which can be expressed in terms of T? as follows
H2? ≡
8pi
3M2pl
[ρR + ρφ + ρχ]
∣∣∣
T?
=
8pi3
90M2pl
(
g∗(T?) + gχ + gφ
)
T 4? . (2.3)
The quantity r represents the fraction of the energy in radiation at temperature T?, thus
(1− r) represents the fraction of energy in the φ component at T = T?, and r is given by
r ≡ ρR + ρχ
ρR + ρχ + ρφ
∣∣∣∣∣
T=T?
. (2.4)
This form of the Friedmann equation gives a cosmology which is initially radiation
dominated for r ∼ 1, for which H ∝ T 2. Conversely, matter dominated evolution begins
immediately at T? for r  1 with H ∝ T 3/2. Here r is ratio of energy densities at the
initial time and is not a function of time. A good benchmark for r (which we use at various
places below) is r ' 0.99 this corresponds to the case that φ has O(1) internal DoF, the
DM and Standard Model combined have O(100) DoF and that all states shared a common
temperature in the past which has not significantly deviated by T = T?.
Assuming that entropy is conserved in the Standard Model radiation, which is a good
approximation at times much earlier than the lifetime of φ, then the scale factor is related
to the temperature by (a?
a
)
'
(
g∗(T )
g∗(T?)
)1/3( T
T?
)
. (2.5)
Note, however, that φ decays eventually lead to entropy non-conservation in the Standard
Model bath thus invalidating the relationship of eq. (2.5). Once entropy is no longer conserved
in the bath, one instead has a scenario reminiscent to [1–4] in which freeze-out occurs during a
1More generally if φ is never in thermal contact with the thermal bath then T? has considerable freedom
since it denotes the temperature of the Standard Model bath at which φ becomes matter-like.
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period of entropy injection to the thermal bath, similar to the period of inflationary reheating.
We will return to this point shortly and discuss the transition.
To proceed we define x ≡ mχ/T and x? ≡ x(T?), then neglecting the small DM contri-
bution and using eq. (2.5), the Friedmann equation may be written as
H = H?
√
1− r
(x?
x
)3/2 [ r
1− r
(x?
x
)
+ 1
]1/2
. (2.6)
While ρφ evolves as matter, its fractional contribution to the total energy density will grow
until it eventually dominates the energy density of the universe, provided that φ is sufficiently
long-lived. We will discuss the requirement on the φ lifetime to realise this scenario shortly.
We define the freeze-out temperature, Tf ≡ mχx−1f implicitly using the condition:
Γann(xf ) := H(xf ) . (2.7)
Notably, if the DM decouples from the bath whilst the universe is matter dominated this
alters the freeze-out dynamics compared to radiation dominated freeze-out, since the Hubble
rate scales as H ∝ T 3/2 rather than H ∝ T 2.
We take the annihilation interaction rate for the DM to be
Γann = n
eq
χ 〈σA|~v|〉, (2.8)
where neqχ (x) = (2pi)−3/2gm3χx−3/2e−x and we parameterize the thermally averaged annihi-
lation cross-section as
〈σA|~v|〉 ≡ σˆx−n . (2.9)
We assume that the DM decouples while non-relativistic (i.e. xf > 3) then from eqns. (2.6)
& (2.7) we find DM freeze-out occurs at xf for
xf = ln
[
gm3χσˆ
(2pi)3/2H?x
3/2
?
(1− r)−1/2
(
x2nf +
rx?
1− rx
−1+2n
f
)−1/2]
. (2.10)
This can be solved approximately via iteration (initially guessing x
(0)
f = 1 on the RHS),
leading to
xf ≈ ln
[
gm3χσˆ
(2pi)3/2H?x
3/2
?
(1− r)−1/2
(
1 +
rx?
1− r
)−1/2]
. (2.11)
For instance, taking r → 0, which implies the evolution starts during matter domination,
then DM freeze-out occurs for
xf
∣∣
r→0 ' ln
[
gm3χσˆ
(2pi)3/2H?x
3/2
?
]
' ln
[
3
4pi3
√
5
2
g√
g∗(T?)
m
3/2
χ Mplσˆ√
T?
]
. (2.12)
It is common to define the DM yield Y ≡ nχ/s where s is the entropy density s =
2pi2
45 g∗ST
3 defined in terms of the bath temperature and the effective entropic degrees of
freedom g∗S . One can calculate the yield after freeze-out Y (xf ) assuming it occurs during
matter domination and for n = 0 (s-wave) one can evaluate this in the general r case [17]
Yn=0(xf ) ' 45
2pi2
H?
√
xfx
5/2
?
g∗Sm3χσˆ
r√
1− r
√1 + rx?
(1− r)xf −
√
(1− r)xf
rx?
sinh−1
√
rx?
(1− r)xf
−1 .
(2.13)
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With the yield Y (xf ) one can normalise this to the critical density and entropy at xf
to compute ΩFOχ . However, following freeze-out the DM abundance is diluted by the decays
of the φ by some factor ζ, during the return to radiation domination, such that the DM relic
abundance is
Ωrelicχ = ζΩ
FO
χ . (2.14)
Taking xf ' 23 (consistent with the reference parameter values we choose below) along with
r ∼ 0.99, and assuming an s-wave annihilation cross-section of the form 〈σA|~v|〉 ∼ α2/m2χ
the abundance of DM today is parametrically
Ωrelicχ h
2 ∼ 0.1
( mχ
103 GeV
) 3
2
(
0.3
α
)2( T?
107 GeV
) 1
2
(
ζ
10−3
)
. (2.15)
The quantity ζ parameterises the change in the entropy of the bath due to φ decays and
can be quantified as follows. Denote by Γ the decay width of φ, at the time of the decay of
the state φ then Γ should be equal to the Hubble constant HΓ and we define a corresponding
bath temperature by Γ = H(TΓ). Assuming the sudden decay approximation for φ with a
decay rate Γ then the reheating temperature of the bath following decays TRH '
√
ΓMPl and
the magnitude of the entropy injection ζ is
ζ =
sbefore
safter
'
(
TΓ
TRH
)3
, (2.16)
where we neglect any changes in degrees of freedom. It is reasonable to assume the instan-
taneous decay approximation provided that DM freeze-out occurs well before H = Γ.
A more useful expression relating ζ and TRH can be obtain by noting that the duration
between the initial condition a? and the point H = Γ denoted aΓ is given by
a?
aΓ
≈ 1
(1− r)1/3
(
Γ
H?
)2/3
. (2.17)
Then we use eq. (2.5) and that TRH '
√
MPlΓ to relate the TΓ with TRH and T?
TΓ '
(
45
4pi3g∗(1− r)
T 4RH
T?
)1/3
. (2.18)
Substituting ζ as a function of TRH, as in eq. (2.16), leads to the following expression for TRH
TRH ' 4pi
3
45
ζ(1− r)T?g∗ . (2.19)
Additionally, it is useful to note that to match the observed relic density for a given freeze-out
abundance one requires an entropy injection of order
ζ =
Ωrelicχ h
2
ΩFOχ h
2
=
ρcriticalΩ
relic
χ h
2
s0mχY (xf )
. (2.20)
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2.2 The end of the early matter dominated era
The calculations of the freeze-out temperature and DM relic abundance presented in Section
2.1 were based on the assumption of entropy conservation until all the φ decay instantaneously
at t ∼ Γ−1. We now ascertain when this sudden decay approximation is valid, by comparing
with the more natural expectation of an exponential decay law [38]. Notably, an exponential
decay law implies a growing source of entropy violation in the thermal bath and at some point
the production of radiation due to φ decays cannot be neglected in the Boltzmann equations.
In this section we derive when the approximation of entropy conservation breaks down and
highlight that there can be considerable parameter space for DM freeze out to occur whilst
entropy injections to the thermal bath from φ decays are negligible. In the case that DM
decouples from the bath whilst the entropy produced by φ decays are non-negligible, then
DM freeze-out proceeds along similar lines to Giudice-Kolb-Riotto [3].
The equation governing the decay of a massive particle species φ can be expressed as
d
dt
(
ρφa
3
)
= −Γ (ρφa3) . (2.21)
Integrating from t?, the time when φ begins evolving like matter (t? ∼ H?), to time t gives
ρφ = ρφ?
(a?
a
)3
e−τ , (2.22)
where ρφ? ≡ ρφ(t?) (similarly, we define ρR? ≡ ρR(t?)) and τ ≡ Γt. From the Friedmann
equations one can show that for an equation of state ω that the scale factor is related to
the time via a(t) ∝ t 23 (1+w)−1 (where w = 0 corresponds to matter domination implies and
w = 1/3 to radiation domination). Then it follows that
a?
a
=
(
t?
t
) 2
3
(1+w)−1
. (2.23)
Then assuming that φ decays solely to the radiation sector, the equation governing the
radiation energy density can be written as ddtρRa
4 = Γρφa
4. Using eq. (2.22) and eq. (2.23)
and expanding to zeroth order in τ , we can approximate the evolution as follows
d
dt
(
ρRa
4
) ' Γρφ?( t?
t
) 2
1+w
a4 ' Γρφ?a4?
(
t?
t
)− 2/3
1+w
. (2.24)
Integrating eq. (2.24) from t? to t gives the evolution of the radiation energy density
ρR ' ρR?
(a?
a
)4
+ ρφ?
(a?
a
)4 τ
(2/3)(1 + w)−1 + 1
[(τ?
τ
)− 2/3
1+w − τ?
τ
]
, (2.25)
where τ? ≡ Γt?. The first term on the RHS of eq. (2.25) signifies the “old” radiation present
at T = T?, and the latter term is the “new” radiation corresponding to the decay products
of φ. Furthermore, using that ρR ' rρ? and ρφ? ' (1− r)ρ?, where we neglect the small ρχ
component, and defining
T ≡ τ?
τ
=
t?
t
, (2.26)
we can rewrite eq. (2.25) as follows
ρR
ρ?
' rT 8/31+w + (1− r)τ?
(2/3)(1 + w)−1 + 1
(
T 21+w−1 − T 8/31+w
)
. (2.27)
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Figure 1. Left: Evolution of the fraction of energy density in matter (blue) and radiation (red), for
TRH = 10 MeV, T? = 10
7 GeV and r = 0.99. The w curve (dashed) parameterizes the change from
radiation domination (w = 1/3) to matter domination (w = 0). The first intersection of blue and red
line signifies the onset of matter domination and the vertical black line shows the point T = TEV at
which entropy production in the bath is non-negligible. Right: Orderings of events in time parameter
τ as a function of DM mass for T? = 10
7 GeV, and r = 0.99 with TRH fixed to reproduce observed DM
relic density. The black line indicates the time of freeze-out, the radiation domination era shaded in
red, the period in which entropy violation is considerable is shaded in yellow, and matter domination
freeze-out occurs in the white region.
In their classic paper [38], Scherrer and Turner showed that the entropy in the thermal
bath remains roughly constant until the old and new radiation are comparable (that is the
first and second terms of the RHS of eq. (2.27), respectively). Thus the point at which the
assumption of entropy conservation is violated TEV can be defined implicitly by
rT
8/3
1+w
EV :=
(1− r)τ?
(2/3)(1 + w)−1 + 1
(
T
2
1+w
−1
EV − T
8/3
1+w
EV
)
. (2.28)
Solving eq. (2.28) for TEV, and writing v ≡ (2/3)(1 + w)−1 + 1 gives
TEV =
(
1 +
(
r
1− r
)
v
τ?
)−1/v
. (2.29)
Since entropy remains roughly constant until t = tEV ≡ t?/TEV, it follows that T ∝ a−1
prior to t = tEV and T ∝ a−1 becomes invalid once entropy conservation is strongly violated.
Evolving from T? and using eq. (2.29) we obtain the following expression for the point of
entropy conservation violation
TEV ≡ T (tEV) ' T?
(
t?
tEV
)v−1
' T?
(
1 +
(
r
1− r
)
v
τ?
)(1−v)/v
. (2.30)
This point TEV marks the threshold between the matter dominated period and the particle
decay era. Thus for T & TEV we have that T ∝ a−1 and H ∝ T 3/2, whereas for T . TEV
then T ∝ a−3/8 and H ∝ T 4 [38]. For freeze-out to occur during matter domination (which
is the focus of this work), rather than during particle decays (as in [3]), it is required that:
Tf & TEV . (2.31)
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Figure 1 (left) shows the evolution of the energy densities for fixed T? = 10
7 GeV
taking r = 0.99 and TRH = 10 MeV. For w we take an interpolation between w = 1/3 and
w = 0 weighted linearly according to the relative fraction of energy that radiation and matter
constitute. It can be seen that it is possible to have a significant amount of time between
when matter domination ensues (as indicated by the intersection of the matter and radiation
curves) until the point “EV” when entropy violations become considerable.
For Figure 1 (right) we do not fix TRH (the other parameters are fixed the same), rather
TRH is adjusted such that the observed DM relic density is reproduced. The pair of plots
in Figure 1 indicate the viability of DM freeze-out in the matter dominated regime. The
distinction between our work and previous related studies [1–4] is most clearly seen in the
right panel which demonstrates that the time of freeze-out (black curve) can readily occur
after matter domination begins and prior to when entropy injection is non-negligible.
2.3 Production of dark matter in the transition to radiation domination
Throughout this work we assume that the DM relic density is set during matter domination
and that there is no subsequent production of DM during the transition to radiation domi-
nation. This implies that the DM does not couple to φ or has only sufficiently small coupling
such that the production is subleading to the freeze-out abundance. As noted above, the
converse case of DM produced during the transition has been studied in e.g. [1–4]. However,
since the DM couples to Standard Model there are loop induced processes which couple φ
to the DM and in this section we start to quantify over which parts of parameter space this
implies substantial DM production during φ decays.
Denote by Ωχ,decay the contribution to the late time DM abundance due to φ decays to
DM and by Ωχ,MDFO the contribution coming from matter dominated DM freeze-out (and
subsequent dilution). The condition that matter dominated DM freeze-out sets the observed
DM density today can be surmised as Ωχ,decay < Ωχ,MDFO. However, we shall suppose that
after dilution the matter dominated DM freeze-out abundance matches the observed relic
density Ωχ,MDFO ≈ Ωχ,relich2 ≈ 0.1 and thus the condition that φ decays to DM can be
neglected can be restated as Ωχ,decayh
2  0.1.
The Boltzmann equation for the DM number density nχ is of the form
dnχ
dt
+ 3Hnχ = 2Γ
ρφ
mφ
BDM , (2.32)
where BDM branching ratio of φ to DM pairs. Then the contribution Ωχ,decay due to φ decay
to DM assuming a branching ratio to DM of BDM is given by [33] (rederived in Appendix B)
Ωχ,decayh
2
Ωχ,MDFOh2
' 0.1×
(BDM
10−8
)(
10 TeV
mφ
)(
TRH
1 GeV
)( mχ
15 GeV
)
. (2.33)
The selected parameters imply a limiting case in which production accounts for 10% of DM.
Larger mφ, or smaller TRH or mχ, significantly suppress Ωχ,decay and give Ωχ,decayh
2  0.1.
Loop induced decays to DM via Standard Model states lead to a non-zero branching
fraction to DM, but the form of the loop induced branching ratio to DM will depend critically
on the portal operator. Thus we will evaluate BDM for each model we subsequently explore
in turn. As we will discuss for each of the portals in what follows, the branching ratio can
typically be sufficiently small that one can arrange for loop induced production of DM due
to φ decays to be negligible in most of the models we study.
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3 Matter Dominated Freeze-out via the Higgs Portal
We next apply our previous considerations to a number of specific DM models, starting with
the Higgs Portal. The Higgs boson provides a promising means to link DM to the Standard
Model [39–42]. The precise relations of the Higgs Portal depend on the nature of the DM
quantum numbers. The best motivated Higgs portal models are those involving scalar or
fermion DM; the former is aesthetic as it is highly minimal, requiring the addition of only a
single new state, whereas the fermion case typically requires both a new fermion and some
additional mediator state, but has the advantage that the DM can be light without running
into naturalness concerns.
3.1 Scalar dark matter via the Higgs portal
We first consider the case of scalar DM2 χ, with a Z2 invariant Lagrangian [39–42]
L = LSM + 1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ− 1
4!
λχ4 − 1
2
µ2χχ
2 − cχ
2
κχ2H†H , (3.1)
where H is the Standard Model Higgs, LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian, κ describes
coupling of the scalar DM with the Higgs boson, µχ is the bare mass of the DM, and the
constants cχ = 2 for a complex scalar and cχ = 1 for a real scalar. While λ is often reserved
for the Higgs quartic couplings, since we won’t make reference to this quantity, we use λ
instead for the χ quartic coupling and importantly this is unrelated to the Higgs coupling.
After electroweak symmetry breaking the Higgs boson acquires a vacuum expectation
value (VEV) 〈H〉 = v0 and the Lagrangian may be expanded around this VEV giving
L = LSM + 1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ− 1
4!
λχ4 − 1
2
m2χχ
2 − cχ
4
κχ2h2 − cχ
2
κχ2v0h . (3.2)
The DM χ receives contribution in mass from the bare mass term and the cross-coupling
term and can be expressed as mχ =
√
µ2χ +
cχ
2 κv
2
0 . In what follows we shall consider DM
with mass in excess of 10 GeV and κ . 0.03 in which case mχ ' µχ and is a free parameter.
The three main annihilation routes for scalar DM via the Higgs portal are (i). DM
annihilations to Standard Model fermions χχ → ff¯ , (ii). DM to Standard Model vector
bosons, χχ → V V¯ , (iii). DM to Higgs bosons, χχ → hh. The corresponding partial cross-
sections in terms of the Mandelstam variable s are
σχχ→ff¯ =
Ncc
2
χκ
2m2f
8pis
√
1− 4m
2
f
s√
1− 4m2χs
s− 4m2f
(s−m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
σχχ→V V¯ =
δV c
2
χκ
2m4V
4pis
√
1− 4m2Vs√
1− 4m2χs
(
2 +
(s−2m2V )
2
4m4V
)
[
(s−m2h)2 + (mhΓh)2
]
σχχ→hh =
κ2c2χ
32pis
√
1− 4m2hs√
1− 4m2χs
,
(3.3)
where Nc is the number of colours, V = Z,W
± with δZ = 12 and δW+,W− = 1, mh is the
Higgs boson mass and the Higgs width is ΓSMh ≈ 13 MeV [45].
2In the interim between the initial letter [17] and thesis of SH [43] and the completion of this work, two
articles appeared [20, 21] which study aspects of matter dominated freeze-out via the scalar Higgs portal.
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Figure 2. Left: The total Higgs Portal annihilation cross-section for the complex scalar DM in units
of 〈σv〉0 = 3 × 10−26cm3/s, for a fixed value of the coupling κ = 0.01 of the mixed quartic |H|2|χ|2.
Right: The fraction of the total annihilation cross-section at freeze-out going to various Standard
Model final states.
With the leading contributions to the annihilation cross-section, we now calculate the
relic density of DM after freeze-out. The Boltzmann equation can be expressed in terms of
the thermally-averaged cross-section 〈σv〉 which is a product of the annihilation cross-section
and relative DM velocity averaged over the equilibrium distribution functions [44]
〈σv〉 = 1
8m4χTK
2
2 (x)
∫ ∞
4m2χ
σ(s− 4m2χ)
√
sK1
(√
s/T
)
ds . (3.4)
Thermally averaging term-by-term gives 〈σv〉 = σ0 + σ1v2 + · · · In the non-relativistic limit,
expanding the partial thermally averaged cross-sections 〈σv〉i to order v2 gives
〈σv〉χχ→ff¯ =
Ncc
2
χκ
2r2f
16pim2χ
(
1− 4r2f
)3/2
(
1− r2h
)2
+ r2Γ
1 + v2
2
7r2f + r
2
h(1− 10r2f ) + 3r2f (r4h + r2Γ)− 1(
1− 4r2f
) [(
1− r2h
)2
+ r2Γ
]

〈σv〉χχ→V V¯ =
δV c
2
χκ
2
32pim2χ
√
1− 4r2V
(1− 4r2V + 12r4V )(
1− r2h
)2
+ r2Γ
[
1 +
v2
4
F − 1(
1− 4r2V + 12r4V
) [
(1− r2h)2 + r2Γ
]]
〈σv〉χχ→hh =
κ2c2χ
64pim2χ
√
1− 4r2h
[
1 +
v2
4
6r2h − 1
1− 4r2h
]
,
(3.5)
in terms of the ratios ri = mi/(2mχ) and rΓ = mhΓh/(4m
2
χ), and where F is the following
combination of these various factors
F = 14r2V − 76r4V + 168r6V − r2h(12r2V − 96r4V + 240r6V ) + (r4h + r2Γ)(1− 2r2V − 20r4V − 72r6V ).
Figure 2 (left) shows the total DM annihilation cross-section to Standard Model states
via the Higgs portal (in units of 〈σv〉0 = 3× 10−26cm3/s being the conventional DM thermal
cross-section) for a fixed value κ = 0.01 of the coupling constant of mixed quartic |H|2|χ|2.
Additionally, in Figure 2 (right) we present the fraction of the total annihilation cross-section
at freeze-out going to various Standard Model final states which depends on mχ but not κ.
Our results are in good agreement with previous studies of the Higgs portal e.g. [37, 46–48].
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Figure 3. The above plots examine the case of complex scalar DM annihilating through the Higgs
portal for the parameter values r = 0.99 and T? = 10
5 GeV (left) and 107 GeV (right). The solid
black curves show contours of the reheat temperature (TRH) which give the observed DM relic density.
The dashed black line shows the analogous case of radiation dominated DM freeze-out (without an
entropy injection). The shaded regions signify parameter values for which the consistency conditions
fail: φ decay before freeze out Tf < TΓ (green), decays of φ cannot be neglected Tf  TEV, TRH (red,
orange), and DM decouples relativistically with xf < 3 (blue). Observe that viable parameter space
remains with the observed DM relic density.
With the thermally averaged cross-sections above we can solve the Boltzmann equations
and determine the freeze-out abundance. Similar to the model independent analysis of Section
2 the freeze-out abundance will be diluted by a factor ζ during the transition from matter
to radiation domination, such that ΩrelicDMh
2 = ζΩFOχ h
2. Note that ζ can be re-expressed in
terms of TRH via eq. (2.19). In Figure 3 we display contours of the TRH which give the correct
relic density for scalar DM freezing out via the Higgs portal (black solid curves). The plot is
overlaid with cosmological consistency constraints which we discuss in the next section.
Furthermore, we highlight that for a specific DM mass range one can derive reasonably
succinct analytic expressions. For instance, consider 10 GeV . mχ . 80 GeV in which case
the DM mainly annihilates to bb and as a result if freeze-out occurs during matter domination
then the DM decouples at a temperature
xf = ln

√
45
28pi8
Ncc
2
χκ
2gMPl
64g
1/2
∗ T
1/2
?
(1− r)−1/2 m
2
b
m
5/2
χ
(
1− m2b
m2χ
)3/2
[(
1− m2h
4m2χ
)2
+
(
mhΓh
4m2χ
)2]
 . (3.6)
Given this value of xf the resulting DM relic density can be expressed as
ΩRelicDM h
2 ' 2× 1011 GeV−1ζ (1− r)
1/2 g
−1/2
∗
Ncc2χκ
2MPl
m4χ
m2b
x
3/2
f
x?
[(
1− m2h
4m2χ
)2
+
(
mhΓh
4m2χ
)2]
(
1− m2b
4m2χ
)3/2 . (3.7)
The explicit GeV−1 and numerical factors appear due to the substitution of the critical
density and entropy density today.
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3.2 Constraints on the scalar Higgs portal
The freeze out calculations above are based on a number of assumption, in particular about
the hierarchies of energy scales and orderings of events, in this section we first discuss the
cosmological consistency conditions which must be satisfied for our analysis to hold. Specifi-
cally, we have introduced a number of temperature scales: Tf at which DM freeze-out occurs,
TΓ at which φ decays, TRH the reheat temperature and TEV at which φ decays cannot be
neglected in the Boltzmann equations. Let us also denote by TMD the temperature at which
matter domination begins.
With the above scales defined we can discuss the consistency conditions which are
required to be satisfied to be in the regime of matter dominated freeze-out, these are:
• Freeze-out of dark matter during matter domination (Tf < TMD ≤ T?).
• Sufficiently high reheat temperature from φ decays (TRH > TBBN ∼ 10 MeV).
• Freeze-out of dark matter before majority decays of the φ states (Tf  TΓ).
• Freeze-out of dark matter while decays of φ can be neglected (Tf  TEV, TRH).
• Freeze-out of dark matter while non-relativistic (Tf < mχ/3).
We apply these constraints to the scalar Higgs portal in Figure 3 for two values of
the critical temperature T?. For Tf < TΓ DM decouples after decays and during radiation
domination, thus our analysis is inappropriate, this case is shown as the green shaded region
in Figure 3. The red and orange regions exclude the parameter space which predicts that
decays of φ cannot be neglected Tf 6 TEV, TRH. There is also a region in which Tf > mχ/3
in which case the DM decouples relativistically and is excluded by classic ‘Hot DM’ bounds.
Finally, there is the requirement that the reheat temperature is greater than a few MeV
[49–51] in order to reproduce standard big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), and we will impose
the slightly more conservative condition TRH > 10 MeV. While this BBN constraint does not
show up on the plots of Figure 3, it will appear in subsequent plots.
Note, the orange region indicates the region in which the inequality of eq. (2.31) is no
longer satisfied, implying that entropy in the thermal bath is no longer conserved, and thus a
breakdown in the validity of the calculation. Let us re-emphasise that Tf < TEV, TRH, TΓ does
not immediately imply an exclusion, but rather indicates that a separate calculation is needed
assuming freeze-out during entropy injection [1–4] or during radiation domination (possibly
with an entropy dump [13, 14]). These alternative cosmologies may also potentially yield the
correct relic density while evading constraints, and have been discussed in the context of the
scalar Higgs portal in [20, 21].
Figure 3 indicates that matter dominated freeze-out via the Higgs portal is theoretically
viable in modest parameter regions (namely, the white regions), and we now turn to the ex-
perimental limits. First we consider direct detection experiments which look for signals from
the recoil that a nuclei would undergo in the event that it interacted with DM, and typically
provide considerable constraints on DM parameters, see e.g. [37]. The DM parameters that
these experiments exclude for the Higgs model we study may be seen above the red dashed
line (XENON1T [52]) and orange dashed line (LUX [53]) lines in Figure 4. To translate
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the cross-section bounds of these experiments into Higgs Portal terms, we used the common
parameterization for spin-independent (SI) DM-nucleon scattering (see e.g. [35])
σSIχ−N '
κ2
4pim4h
m4Nf
2
N
(mχ +mN )2
, (3.8)
wheremN ≈ 1 GeV is the nucleon mass and a hadronic matrix element parameter fN ≈ 0.326.
Note that future direct detection experiments with improved sensitivity will need to confront
the difficult task of distinguishing neutrino signals from DM signals in the region termed the
“neutrino floor”. For comparison we indicate the neutrino floor as the green dashed line in
Figure 4. While a nuisance, it is quite consistent for a DM model to have couplings and
masses in otherwise allowed parameter space below the neutrino floor curve.
In addition, there are limits from indirect detection experiments which rely on detecting
the products of DM annihilations that may occur. Specifically, the Fermi-LAT data [54]
from observing DM annihilations into the bb¯ channel moderately constrains the allowable
parameter space for the Higgs portal. The excluded parameters from Fermi-LAT data is
shown in Figure 4 as the dashed purple line. Another experimental method for probing
DM is through collider searches, if DM interacts with the SM, one would expect that a
fraction of the high energy particle collisions would produce DM. By measuring the energy
of the products of particle collisions, it may be inferred if there are invisible states which
carry away energy undetected. The current branching fraction of the Higgs width that may
go to invisible states is constrained by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches to be
B(h → inv) ≡ Γinv/(Γinv + ΓSM) < 0.2 with 90% confidence level [55]. Assuming that the
invisible decays are due to DM and using that the Higgs partial decay width to χ pairs is
Γ(h→ χχ) = c
2
χκ
2v20
32pimh
√
1− 4m
2
χ
m2h
, (3.9)
implies a constraint on scalar Higgs portal DM [37] which excludes the region above the
brown dashed line in Figure 4.
In Figure 4 we collect both the experimental and theoretical limits, with the theoretical
consistency requirements of Figure 3 combined are shown together in grey. While this scenario
is quite constrained in the low-mass/high-coupling regime, viable parameter space remains.
Notably, radiation dominated freeze-out via the Higgs portal (without an entropy injection)
is largely excluded apart from around the region of resonant annihilation as indicated by the
black dashed line in Figure 4 (and cf. [37]). Thus it is interesting to observe that the classic
Higgs portals returns as a possibility for providing the correct DM abundance, while avoiding
constraints for models with an entropy injection such as matter dominated DM freeze-out.
It is also worth highlighting that the DM unitarity constraint [56], is greatly relaxed in
this scenario. Although the limit on plane wave unitarity persists, namely that the maximum
cross-section derived from unitarity consideration is 〈σv〉max = 4pi√xf/
√
6m2χ, since typically
Ωrelicχ h
2  ΩFχh2 due to the entropy injection, the freeze-out abundance can be much larger
than the standard freeze-out abundance without overclosing the universe.
At this point we should note that the above results are predicated on the assumption
that decays of φ to DM can be neglected. As discussed in Section 2.3, while it is not
unreasonable to simply assume that φ has small or absent direct couplings to DM, induced
decays due to Standard Model particles with couplings to both DM and φ running in loops
will lead to an unavoidable non-zero branching ratio BDM of φ to DM.
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Figure 4. Experimental constraints on the complex scalar DM annihilating through Higgs portal from
XENON1T [52] (dashed red), LUX [53] (dashed orange), Fermi-LAT [54] (dashed purple), invisible
Higgs width [37, 55] (dashed brown). Also shown is the neutrino floor (dashed green). The grey
region shows the combined consistency restrictions from Figure 3.
In the case of the scalar Higgs portal the branching ratio of φ to DM due to Higgs loops
(derived in Appendix B) is given by
BDM '
1 + 256pi4
κ2
+
∑
f
Nc
1024y2fm
2
φpi
4
µ2φκ
2
−1 ∼ µ2φκ2
3072pi4m2φ
. (3.10)
where we have assumed the relevant mass hierarchy mχ,mh,mf  mφ. Thus parametrically
BDM ' 2× 10−9
(
µφ
v0
)2 ( κ
0.1
)2(10 TeV
mφ
)2
. (3.11)
We can compare the above to eq. (2.33) which gives the upper bound on BDM such that the
loop induced production is subdominant compared to the observed relic density, and thus to
the freeze-out abundance in parameter space where the relic density is correctly reproduced.
We observe that for reasonable parameter choices, as those indicated in eq. (2.33) & eq. (3.11),
that BDM can be sufficiently small that decays of φ to DM can be neglected and that there
is a good amount of parameter freedom for which Ωχ,decayh
2  0.1.
3.3 Fermion dark matter via the Higgs portal
While the scalar Higgs portal is prized for is minimality, being that it adds only a single state
and the interactions proceed via a renormalisable operator which is generically present in the
Lagrangian, there are alternative merits for considering fermion DM. As is well known, the
problem with scalars near the electroweak scale is that they typically imply naturalness issues,
whereas the relative lightness of fermions is a natural consequence of chiral symmetry [57].
Using an effective field theory (EFT) approach, fermion DM can be connected to the
Standard Model Higgs via the following Lagrangian [58] (see also e.g. [36, 59, 60])
L = LSM + iχ¯γµ∂µχ− µχχ¯χ− 1
Λ
H†Hχ¯χ , (3.12)
where the interaction term of DM with the Higgs involves a dimensionful coupling Λ.
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After the electroweak symmetry breaking, χ attains a physical mass of mχ = µχ +
v20
2Λ ,
with contributions from both the bare mass term and the cross-coupling term, leading to
L = LSM + iχ¯γµ∂µχ−mχχ¯χ− v0
Λ
hχ¯χ− 1
2Λ
h2χ¯χ . (3.13)
We will mainly consider mχ & 10 GeV in which case for Λ & 10 TeV the DM mass is set by
the µχ parameter and is independent of Λ. We also define an effective coupling κ = v0/Λ
and thus the decay width of the Higgs boson to the DM can be written as follows
Γ(h→ χχ¯) = 1
8pi
κ2mh
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2h
)3/2
, (3.14)
and the leading annihilation cross-sections in terms of the Mandelstam variable s are
σχχ¯→ff¯ =
Ncκ
2v20
16pi
m2f
[
s− 4m2χ
](
s−m2h
)2
+ (mhΓh)
2
[
1− 4m
2
f
s
]3/2
√
1− 4m2χs
σχχ¯→V V =
δV κv0
8pis
√
1− 4m2Vs√
1− 4m2χs
m4V [s− 4m2χ]
(s−m2h)2 + (mhΓh)2
[
2 +
(s− 2m2V )2
4m4V
]
.
(3.15)
In the non-relativistic limit, the zeroth order term in the expansion of 〈σv〉 vanishes and the
p-wave solution is dominant, implying thermally averaged cross-sections of the form [58]
〈σv〉χχ¯→ff¯ =
v2
4
κ2v20
4pi
r2f (1− 4r2f )3/2[
(1− r2h)2 + r2Γ
]
〈σv〉χχ¯→V V = v
2
4
δV κ
2v20
8pi
(1 + 2r2V )
2(
1− r2h
)2
+ r2Γ
√
1− 4r2V ,
(3.16)
where δV = 1 and 1/2 for the W bosons and the Z bosons respectively.
With the above we can calculate the relic abundance due to DM freeze-out for the
fermionic Higgs portal, which we show in Figure 5 for two T? values where we apply the same
cosmological consistency conditions as in Figure 3 (with matching colour scheme). Unlike
in Figure 3 BBN does constrain the parameter space in the plot and the excluded region is
shaded in yellow. There is a considerable amount of viable parameter space with regards to
the consistency conditions and thus we next look at the experimental constraints.
While the experiments which constrain this model are similar to the scalar Higgs portal,
the exclusion curves differ considerably. Fermion DM coupling with the Higgs boson via
eq. (3.13) leads to a spin independent direct detection cross-section and here we follow [61]
taking
σSIp,h ∼ 5× 10−11 × pb
( κ
0.01
)2
. (3.17)
We present the parameter space of the fermion Higgs portal constrained by the various
experimental limits in Figure 6. We highlight that a considerable amount of parameter space
is viable and not currently excluded by searches, although for larger values of T? much of it
falls beneath the neutrino floor (green dashed curve) making detection challenging.
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Figure 5. Similar to Figure 4 but for fermion DM annihilating through the EFT Higgs portal for
the parameter values r = 0.99 and T? = 10
5 GeV (left) and 107 GeV (right). The solid black
curves show contours of the reheat temperature (TRH) which give the observed DM relic density.
The dashed black line shows the analogous case of radiation dominated DM freeze-out (without an
entropy injection). The shaded regions signify parameter values for which the consistency conditions
fail: φ decay before freeze out Tf < TΓ (green), decays of φ cannot be neglected Tf  TEV, TRH (red,
orange), DM decouples relativistically with xf < 3 (blue), and TRH > 10 MeV required for successful
BBN (yellow). Observe that viable parameter space remains with the observed DM relic density for
reheat temperatures less than 1 TeV.
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Figure 6. Experimental constraints on the fermion DM annihilating through Higgs portal from
XENON1T [52] (dashed red), LUX [53] (dashed orange), Fermi-LAT [54] (dashed purple), invisible
Higgs width [37, 55] (dashed brown). Also shown is the neutrino floor (dashed green line). The grey
region shows the combined consistency restrictions from Figure 5.
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Despite the theoretical and experimental constraints on the parameters, a considerable
range of parameter space remains allowed for Higgs portal fermion DM in matter dominated
freeze-out. Notably, for T? < 10
7 GeV there is a wide range of acceptable DM masses with
1 GeV . TRH . 100 GeV which give the correct relic density with a cross-section which is
consistent with matter dominated freeze-out. Moreover, many acceptable parameter points
are above the neutrino floor and thus potentially discoverable by future direct detection
experiments. An interesting region in Figure 6 is mχ > 100 GeV where the dominating
annihilation channel of the DM is to the W bosons, and in this case DM freeze-out occurring
during matter domination decouples at
xf ' ln

√
45
7pi8
gMPlκ
2
v20g
1/2
∗ T
1/2
? x
3/2
f
(1− r)−1/2
m
3/2
χ
(
1 +
m2W
2m2χ
)2√
1− m2W
m2χ(
1− m2W
4m2χ
)2
+
(
mhΓh
4m2χ
)2
 , (3.18)
It follows that for mχ > 100 GeV DM relic density can be approximated succinctly as
ΩRelicDM h
2 ' 5× 1010 GeV−1 × ζ (1− r)
1/2g
−1/2
∗
δV κ4v20MPl
x
5/2
f
x?
[(
1− m2h
4m2χ
)2
+
(
mhΓh
4m2χ
)2]
(
1 +
m2W
2m2χ
)2√
1− m2W
m2χ
. (3.19)
Finally, we discuss the limits on the parameter space which come from requiring that
the loop induced decays of φ to DM lead to a subdominant contribution to the relic density
compared to the population from matter dominated freeze-out. Taking the relevant mass
ordering mχ,mh  mφ the branching ratio to DM in this case is (see Appendix B)
BDM '
m2φ
64Λ2pi4
∼ 10−8
( mφ
104 GeV
)2(106 GeV
Λ
)2
. (3.20)
Small branching to DM requires a sizeable separation mφ  Λ but this then also implies a
suppression in the effective coupling to the Higgs κ = v0/Λ since we assume that mφ > mh.
For the reference values above, the corresponding effective couplings are of order κ ∼ 3×10−4.
On the other hand, matter dominated freeze-out via the fermion Higgs portal with mχ >100
GeV and a reheat temperature above BBN requires a coupling κ & 3 × 10−5 (cf. Figure 5)
which implies a relatively low EFT cut off Λ, and thus to keep BDM negligible mφ must also
be light. However, inspection to eq. (2.33) reveals that reducing mφ increases the production
to DM, and thus one needs a smaller branching ratio. This compresses the viable model space
but for sub-PeV φ it can be arranged for BDM to be sufficiently small, while simultaneously
allowing appropriate couplings for matter dominated freeze-out and TRH & 10 MeV.
4 Matter Dominated Freeze-out via Z-mediation
One of the principle reasons that Higgs portal models are deemed compelling extensions of
the Standard Model which include DM is because of their extreme minimality. There is
another class of models which shares this elegant feature, namely Z mediated DM, in which
the DM carries electroweak quantum numbers and interacts via the Standard Model Z boson.
While it is an elegant manner of connecting DM to the known particles, it suffers the same set
back to the Higgs portal in that Z mediated freeze-out is largely excluded by experimental
searches in the case of radiation domination. In this section we reconsider this classic model
in the context of matter dominated freeze-out and show that viable parameter ranges persist.
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4.1 Vector-like fermion dark matter
We shall consider here the case of fermion DM which carries a Standard Model electroweak
charge and thus interacts with Z boson via the following Lagrangian terms
L ⊃ g
4 cos θW
(
χγµ
(
Vχ −Aχγ5
)
χZµ
)
, (4.1)
where g ' 0.65 is the electroweak coupling, Vχ and Aχ are the DM vector and axial couplings
to the Z boson and θW is the weak mixing angle. It follows that the decay width of the Z
boson to the DM is given by [62]
Γ(Z → χχ¯) = g
2
192pi cos2 θW
mZ
√
1− 4m
2
χ
m2Z
[
|Vχ|2
(
1 +
2m2χ
m2Z
)
+ |Aχ|2
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2Z
)]
.
(4.2)
The thermally averaged annihilations cross-sections of the fermion DM via the Z portal are
given in Appendix A. The couplings Vχ and Aχ depend on the model, as we discuss shortly.
For Vχ 6= 0 SI scattering constrains this scenario and the relevant cross-sections are [62]
σpSI =
g4|Vχ|2µ2χp
4pim4Z cos
2 θW
∑
A ηAA [Vu (1 + Z/A) + Vd (2− Z/A)]2∑
A ηAA
2
,
σnSI = σ
p
SI
µ2χn
µ2χp
(Vu + 2Vd)
2
(2Vu + Vd)2
,
(4.3)
where Z and A are respectively the atomic and nucleon numbers and µχi =
mχmi
mχ+mi
is the
reduced mass. The quantity ηA denotes the relative abundance of the target material. Specif-
ically, for Xenon1T the two main Xenon isotopes are 129Xe (Spin 1/2) and 131Xe (Spin-3/2)
with relative abundances η129 = 0.264 and η131 = 0.212 respectively [63]. In the above Vf
and Af are the ordinary vector and axial couplings of the Z boson to the Standard Model
fermions f carrying charge qf , with third component of isospin T
3
f defined as
Vf = 2
(−2qf sin2 θW + T 3f ) , Af = 2T 3f . (4.4)
The most minimal case is that the DM fermions are vector-like (i.e. non-chiral), which
implies that the χL and χR have the same quantum numbers, resulting in Vχ = Aχ and we
relabel this coupling κ. Notably, these states cancel trivially in their additional contributions
to the gauge anomalies of the Standard Model group. Similar to the previous plots, in Figures
7 & 8 we show the DM relic density in the κ-mχ plane and constrain it with the consistency
conditions and experimental constraints.
4.2 Axially coupled fermion dark matter
The case Vχ 6= 0 generically leads to strong SI limits, and the most minimal scenario involving
fermion DM coupling via the Z boson with Vχ = Aχ for radiation dominated freeze-out. This
has motivated previous groups (e.g. [37, 62]) to consider Vχ = 0 in which case the leading SI
cross-section of eq. (4.3) is zero. We note that the axial coupling implies that the DM must
be chiral which naively leads to gauge anomalies, but these can be cancelled via the inclusion
of additional states [66, 67]. Such constructions tend to be highly non-minimal however and
thus we view the vector-like case as much more compelling.
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Figure 7. Similar to Figure 4 but for vector-like fermion DM annihilating via the Z portal. The solid
black curves show contours of the reheat temperature (TRH) in the matter dominated DM freeze-out
scenario for a complex scalar DM annihilating through Higgs portal which give the observed DM relic
density taking the parameter values r = 0.99 and T? = 10
5 GeV (left) and 107 GeV (right). The
dashed black line shows the analogous case of radiation dominated DM freeze-out (without an entropy
injection).
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Figure 8. Experimental constraints on vector-like fermion DM annihilating through the Z portal from
XENON1T [52] (dashed red), LUX [53] (dashed orange), Fermi-LAT [54] (dashed purple), invisible Z
width [37, 55] (dashed brown). Also shown is the neutrino floor (dashed green line). The grey region
shows the combined consistency restrictions from Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 4 but for axially-coupled fermion DM annihilating via the Z portal.
The solid black curves show contours of the reheat temperature (TRH) in the matter dominated DM
freeze-out scenario for a complex scalar DM annihilating through Higgs portal which give the observed
DM relic density taking the parameter values r = 0.99 and T? = 10
5 GeV (left) and 107 GeV (right).
The dashed black line shows the analogous case of radiation dominated DM freeze-out (without an
entropy injection).
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Figure 10. Experimental constraints on axially-coupled fermion DM annihilating through the Z
portal from XENON1T [52] (dashed red), LUX [53] (dashed orange), Fermi-LAT [54] (dashed purple),
invisible Z width [37, 55] (dashed brown). Also shown is the neutrino floor (dashed green line). The
grey region shows the combined consistency restrictions from Figure 9.
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With Vχ = 0 and Aχ 6= 0 the (much weaker) spin dependent (SD) limits provide the
leading constraints. The scattering cross-sections relevant for SD direct detection are
σpSD =
3g4|Aχ|2µ2χp
4pim4Z cos
2 θW
∑
A ηA
[
Au
(
∆puSAp + ∆
p
dS
A
n
)
+Ad
(
SAp
(
∆pd + ∆
p
s
)
+ SAn (∆
p
u + ∆
p
s)
)]2∑
A ηA(S
A
p + S
A
n )
2
,
σnSD = σ
p
SD
µ2χn
µ2χp
(Au∆
n
u +Ad (∆
n
d + ∆
n
s ))
2(
Au∆
p
u +Ad
(
∆pd + ∆
p
s
))2 ,
(4.5)
where the nucleon spin-content parameters are [64]: ∆pu = ∆nd , ∆
p
d = ∆
n
u, ∆
p
s = ∆ns ,
∆pu = 0.84, ∆
p
d = −0.43, ∆ps = −0.09. The dominant Xenon isotopes that contribute to
the SD interactions imply different expectation values of proton and neutron spin operators
[65] with 129Sn = 0.329,
129Sp = 0.01,
131Sn = −0.272, and 131Sp = −0.009.
In Figures 9 & 10 we show the consistency and experimental constraints for the axially
coupled case where we rename the single coupling κ = Aχ. While the direct and indirect
detection limits are relaxed, the cosmological consistency conditions are substantially more
constraining. Note that for T? ∼ 107 GeV almost no consistent parameter space remains,
however for smaller values of T? (and this also depends on the initial condition on r) then
more viable parameter space is available and for T? ∼ 105 GeV DM between 100 GeV and 10
TeV can be accommodated. Finally, we note that since φ is assumed to be a gauge singlet, it
does not couple directly to Z. Therefore the loop induced production of DM from φ decays
is at two loops and thus are significantly less restrictive than the scalar Higgs portal which
are already largely unconstraining, as discussed previously.
5 Conclusions
Classic scenarios in which DM couples to the Standard Model in a minimalistic fashion
involving the Higgs or Standard Model Z boson offer an extremely compelling picture of
nature. However, under the assumption that DM decouples during radiation domination
these elegant DM scenarios are essentially excluded by experimental searches. Here we high-
lighted that these classic models can be revived if the DM decouples during an early period
of matter domination which subsequently transitions to radiation domination prior to BBN.
Specifically, in the context of the scalar Higgs portal, the fermion (EFT) Higgs portal, and
the Z portal for fermion DM, we outlined the consistency conditions for matter dominated
freeze-out and explored the leading experimental limits which constrain these scenarios.
The main results of this paper are encapsulated in Figures 4, 6, and 8 which show slices
of the viable parameter space for the scalar and fermion Higgs portals, and the Z portal.
The white space in these plots indicates the parameter space consistent with the assumptions
of matter dominated freeze-out and the coloured dashed lines indicate the upper limits on
the (effective) coupling. Thus the viable parameter space is the white regions below all of
the coloured lines (except the neutrino floor curve). In each of the DM portals explored
here, there exists viable parameter space below the experimental exclusions and above the
neutrino floor. Since the next generation of detectors will be able to reach the neutrino floor,
this indicates that these scenarios are potentially testable in the near future. Given that the
modifications needed to the standard cosmology are minimal in order to revive these classic
models, and that these scenarios can be probed in the next decade, this presents an exciting
prospect for discovery.
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It would be interesting to re-examine other motivated models which face strong experi-
mental limits within the context of matter dominated DM freeze out. In particular, there are
several interesting variants of the Higgs portals, for instance involving supersymmetry [68],
two Higgs doublets [69], or vectorial DM [70]. Another related scenario is the case of DM
coupling via a non-Standard Model abelian gauge boson Z ′, see e.g. [71–73]. It has been pro-
posed that such a Z ′ could couple to DM and some Standard Model states, while the ordinary
Z has only Standard Model interactions. In particular, one might consider a sequential Z ′,
i.e. a heavier version of the Standard Model Z with matching couplings strengths. Notably,
if DM decouples during an early period of matter domination, then search bounds [73] will
be ameliorated similar to the DM portals explored here.
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A Thermally averaged annihilation cross-section fermion dark matter via Z
In this appendix we provide for reference the thermally averaged cross-sections for the DM
annihilating to the Standard Model as used in Section 4. We follow the treatment given in
[62]. The thermally averaged annihilation cross-section of DM to Standard Model fermions
can be expressed as
〈σv〉χχ¯→ff¯ =
∑
mf<mχ
If0
[
Ifs + v
2Ifp
]
. (A.1)
where v =
√
3T/mχ is the velocity and this is parameterised in terms of an overall factor
If0 , an s-wave factor I
f
s and a p-wave factor I
f
p . The overall factor is given by
If0 =
g4κ2
384pi cos2 θW
Nfc
1
mχm4Z
√
m2χ −m2f
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)3 . (A.2)
In terms of Aˆχ = Aχ|κ=1 and Vˆχ = Vχ|κ=1 the s-wave factor is as follows
Ifs = 12
(
m2χ −m2f
) (
m2Z − 4m2χ
) (|Aˆχ|2JfsA + |Vˆχ|2JfsV ) , (A.3)
where
JfsV = m
4
Z
(
2|Af |2
(
m2χ −m2f
)
+ |Vf |2
(
m2f + 2m
2
χ
))
(A.4)
and
JfsA = |Af |2m2f
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)2
. (A.5)
Finally, the p-wave factor is of the form
Ifp = −
[
|Vˆχ|2
(
|Af |2JfpV 1 + |Vf |2JfpV 2
)
+ |Aˆχ|2
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
) (|Af |2JfpA1 + |Vf |2JfpA2)] ,
(A.6)
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involving the following factors which depend on the various masses
JfpV 1 = 2m
4
Z
(
m2f −m2χ
) (−2m2χ (46m2f +m2Z)+ 11m2fm2Z + 56m4χ)
JfpV 2 = m
4
Z
(−11m4fm2Z + 4m4χ (14m2f +m2Z)− 2m2fm2χ (m2Z − 46m2f)− 112m6χ)
JfpA1 = −23m4fm4Z + 192m2fm6χ + 4m2fm2χm2Z
(
30m2f + 7m
2
Z
)− 8m4χ (30m4f + 12m2fm2Z +m4Z)
JfpA2 = 4m
4
Z
(
m4f +m
2
fm
2
χ − 2m4χ
)
.
(A.7)
Formχ > mW+,W− DM can also annihilate toW boson pairs and the thermally averaged
DM annihilation cross-section of this process is given by
〈σv〉χχ¯→W+W− = R0
(
Rs + v
2Rp
)
. (A.8)
Similar to the fermion channel we parameterise this piece-wise, with an overall factor
R0 =
piαemκ
2g2
192pi tan θW cos2 θW
√
m2χ −m2W
m4Wmχ
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)3 , (A.9)
where where αem is the fine-structure constant. The ‘s-wave’ factor Rs is given by
Rs = 12|Vˆχ|2
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
) (−3m6W − 17m4Wm2χ + 16m2Wm4χ + 4m6χ) , (A.10)
and the p-wave factor can be written as
Rp =
(
|Aˆχ|2PA + |Vˆχ|2PV
)
, (A.11)
in terms of the subfactors
PA = 4
(−3m6W − 17m4Wm2χ + 16m2Wm4χ + 4m6χ) (m2Z − 4m2χ)
PV =
(
PV 6m
6
W + PV 4m
4
W + PV 2m
2
W + PV 0
)
,
(A.12)
with
PV 6 = 33m
2
Z − 256m2χ, PV 4 = 94m2χm2Z − 1192m4χ
PV 2 = 464m
6
χ + 76m
4
χm
2
Z PV 0 = 40m
6
χm
2
Z + 32m
8
χ .
(A.13)
For mχ > mZ there is also an annihilation channel is to Z-pairs and the thermally
averaged cross-section for which can be expressed as
〈σv〉χχ¯→ZZ = T0
[
Ts − v2Tp
]
, (A.14)
with an overall factor,
T0 =
g2κ2
384pi cos2 θW
√
m2χ −m2Z
mχ
(
m3Z − 2m2χmZ
)4 , (A.15)
with an s-wave factor
Ts = 12
(
m2χ −m2Z
) (
m3Z − 2m2χmZ
)2 (|Aˆχ|4m2Z + 2|Aˆχ|2|Vˆχ|2 (4m2χ − 3m2Z)+m2Z |Vˆχ|4) ,
(A.16)
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and a p-wave factor
Tp =
(
|Aˆχ|4KA + |Aˆχ|2|Vˆχ|2KAV + |Vˆχ|4KV
)
, (A.17)
where the subfactors are defined as
KA =
(
128m10χ + 23m
10
Z − 118m2χm8Z + 172m4χm6Z + 32m6χm4Z − 192m8χm2Z
)
KAV = −2m2Z
(
160m8χ + 21m
8
Z − 182m2χm6Z + 508m4χm4Z − 528m6χm2Z
)
KV = m
6
Z
(
76m4χ + 23m
4
Z − 66m2χm2Z
)
,
(A.18)
Finally, for the large values of the DM mass there is also a the contribution from Zh channel.
The corresponding cross-section is given by:
〈σv〉χχ¯→Zh = F0
Fs − v2Fp(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)3(
(mh −mZ)2 − 4m2χ
)(
(mh +mZ)2 − 4m2χ
)
 ,
(A.19)
with an overall factor
F0 =
4m4Z
v20
g2κ2
16 cos2 θW
√
m4h − 2m2h
(
4m2χ +m
2
Z
)
+
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)2
3072pim4χm
6
Z
,
(A.20)
an s-wave factor
Fs = 3|Aˆχ|2
(
m4h − 2m2h
(
4m2χ +m
2
Z
)
+
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)2)
+
3m4Z |Vˆχ|2
(
− 8m2χ
(
m2h − 5m2Z
)
+
(
m2h −m2Z
)2
+ 16m4χ
)
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)2 , (A.21)
and a p-wave factor
Fp =|Aˆχ|2
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)(
GA ×G′A
)
+m4Z |Vˆχ|2GV , (A.22)
with the subfactors
GA = 96m
6
χ(5m
2
h + 7m
2
Z) + 5m
4
Z(m
2
h −m2Z)2 + 8m4χ(12m4h + 6m2hm2Z + 43m4Z)
− 2m2χm2Z(24m4h − 37m2hm2Z + 59m4Z) + 384m8χ ,
G′A = m
4
h − 2m2h
(
4m2χ +m
2
Z
)
+
(
m2Z − 4m2χ
)2
GV = 128m
8
χ(37m
2
h − 82m2Z) + 5m2Z(m2h −m2Z)4 − 3584m10χ
+ 32m6χ(−69m4h + 217m2hm2Z + 242m4Z) ,
+ 2m2χ(m
2
h −m2Z)2(−16m4h +m2hm2Z + 37m4Z)
+ 8m4χ(55m
6
h − 178m4hm2Z + 147m2hm4Z − 200m6Z) .
(A.23)
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B Dark matter production by φ field decay through Standard Model loops
Dark matter production due to φ decay will inherently occur during the era of significant φ
decays and as such one must treat the evolution of the abundances with care. First we will
examine the Boltzmann equations and discuss the temperature evolution of the thermal bath
during this period, following [2, 3] and then we give the loop induced branching fraction of
φ to DM for the Higgs portal with scalar DM and fermion DM.
B.1 Dark matter production due to φ decay
The Boltzmann equations which describes the evolution of the decaying state φ, the DM χ,
and the radiation R are given by
dρφ
dt
= −3Hρφ − Γρφ
dρR
dt
= −3HρR + Γρφ + 〈σv〉2〈Eχ〉
[
n2χ −
(
neqχ
)2]
dnχ
dt
= −3Hnχ − 〈σv〉
[
n2χ −
(
neqχ
)2]
,
(B.1)
where the φ particles decay with a rate Γ into radiation, χ particles get created and anni-
hilated into the radiation with a thermally averaged cross-section 〈σv〉, with 2〈Eχ〉 average
energy released in the annihilation of the χ particles and 〈Eχ〉 '
√
M2 + 9T 2 being the
energy carried by each of the χ particles.
It is assumed that the φ dominates the energy density of the universe during the early
matter dominated period,3 and thus the starting φ energy density of the φ field sets the
initial Hubble rate HI with
ρφ|I = 3
8pi
M2PlH
2
I . (B.2)
Since the φ decays in eq. (B.1) inject entropy into the bath it is useful to rewrite the Boltz-
mann equations in terms of the following dimesionless variables (taking aI = T
−1
RH)
φ ≡ ρφaIa3; R ≡ ρRa4; X = nχa3; A = a/aI , (B.3)
with initial conditions RI = XI = 0; AI = 1 and φI = (ρφa
4A3)|I = 38piM2PlH2I /T 4RH.
Following the derivation in [3], it can be shown that the temperature of the system
evolves according to
T = TMaxf(A) , (B.4)
where
TMax '
(
3
8
)2/5( 5
pi3
)1/8 g1/8∗ (TRH)
g
1/4
∗ (TMax)
M
1/4
Pl H
1/4
I T
1/2
RH , (B.5)
and
f(A) = ξ
(A5/2 − 1)1/4
A
= ξ
(
A−3/2 −A−4
)1/4
, (B.6)
with ξ ∼ O(1) factor. This function f(A) increases from 0 to 1 at A = A0 ≡
(
8
3
)2/5
corresponding to T = TMax, and then decreases as A
−3/8. Thus for A > A0 the temperature
evolves according to
T ' TMaxA−3/8 . (B.7)
3One can generalise this analysis to the case that the early universe has some arbitrary equation of state
(i.e. other matter domination), see [29].
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As the thermal bath cools from a temperature TMax to TRH the scale factor relation is
given by T ∝ a−3/8. In the interval between the point when T = TMax and the H = Γ one
has φ ' φI and it follows from (B.7) that the Hubble rate can be expressed as [3]
H =
[
5pi3g2∗(T )
9g∗(TRH)
]1/2
T 4
T 2RHMPl
. (B.8)
Having discussed the evolution of the thermal bath, we next consider the loop induced
production of DM due to φ decays, following [33]. As discussed in the text we assume the
direct coupling of φ to DM is small or absent, the converse case in which direct production is
important has been studied in e.g. [4]. Assuming that at early time the DM number density
is small relative to the thermal bath n2χ  n2R then the Boltzmann equation describing time
evolution of nχ is [33]
dnχ
dt
+ 3Hnχ = R(T ) , (B.9)
where R(T ) is an interaction rate which is a function of the branching fraction to DM BDM,
the φ field energy density, mass, and the decay rate. Following [33] we take
Rdecay(T ) = 2Γ ρφ
mφ
BDM ' 2
√
5pi7
1296
g2∗(T )
g
1/2
∗ (TRH)
T−2RH
MPl
BDM
mφ
T 8 . (B.10)
Furthermore, we use the following definition of the DM comoving yield [33]
Y =
nχ
T 8
. (B.11)
This form is appropriate since Y = ns ∝ na3 ∝ nT 8 . It follows that the evolution of Y can be
expressed in the following manner
dY
dT
= −8
3
R(T )
HT 9
' −4pi
2
9
g∗(T )
BDM
mφT 5
, (B.12)
where we have substituted for H and R(T ) using eqns. (B.8) & (B.10) in the latter equality.
Then integrating from TMax and TRH one obtains a yield at T = TRH of the form
Y (TRH) ' pi
2
9
g∗(TRH)
BDM
mφT
4
RH
. (B.13)
Since we assume that entropy in the bath is conserved after φ decays are completed,
the temperature subsequently evolves with the scale factor as T ∝ a−1 and thus
nχ(T0) =
T 30
T 3RH
g∗(T0)
g∗(TRH)
nχ(TRH) , (B.14)
where T0 is the temperature today. Therefore the produced abundance of the DM from the
decay of the φ field has the following form [33]
Ωχ,decayh
2 ' 16pi
3
nχ(T0)mχ
H20M
2
Pl
' 1× 106 GeV−1
(
g∗(TRH)
mχnχ(TRH)
T 3RH
BDMT 4RH
mφ
)
. (B.15)
Thus parametrically one finds that the DM abundance produced via loop induced φ decays
scales as follows
Ωχ,decayh
2 ' 0.01×
(BDM
10−8
)(
10 TeV
mφ
)(
TRH
1 GeV
)( mχ
15 GeV
)
. (B.16)
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B.2 Branching ratio φ field to scalar DM decay through the Higgs loop
Even if the φ field has no interaction with the DM, it could produce DM by decaying through
Higgs loop. Recall from eq. (3.1) the relevant parts of the scalar Higgs portal Lagrangian
and we also include a trilinear coupling of the φ field to Higgs as follows
L ⊃ −1
2
µφφh
2 − 1
4
κχ2h2 − yfhf¯f . (B.17)
We assume that there is no direct coupling of the DM to φ, however, even in the absence of
a direct coupling decays of φ can produce DM due to loop level interactions involving the
mixed quartic χ2h2. Thus one can define the loop induced decay rate of φ to DM Γloop,
which we find to be
Γloop =
〈|M|2〉
32pimφ
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
)1/2
' µ
2
φκ
2
8192pi5mφ
√
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
, (B.18)
where mφ is the mass of φ. Furthermore, in the case of no direct φ-DM coupling, one can
define the branching ratio of φ to DM as follows
BDM ' Γloop
Γh + Γloop
, (B.19)
where Γh is the tree level decay rates of φ to the Standard Model Higgs boson. Decays
to Higgs bosons is the only direct decay route and since φ is heavy (mt  mφ) we can
approximate the branching fraction by just considering this route in the decay products to
Standard Model states. The partial decay rate of φ to Higgs pairs is given by
Γh =
µ2φ
32pimφ
√
1− 4m
2
h
m2φ
. (B.20)
Putting these expressions together it follows that
BDM '
1 + 256pi4
κ2
(
1− 4m
2
h
m2φ
)1/2(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
)−1/2−1 , (B.21)
This expression simplifies for the mass hierarchy relevant to the discussion in the main body
of this paper. Thus we assume mχ,mh  mφ and this simplifies to
BDM ∼ κ
2
256pi4
' 4× 10−9
( κ
0.01
)2
. (B.22)
B.3 Branching ratio φ field to fermion DM decay through the Higgs loop
Next we consider the case of loop induced DM production for the Higgs portal to fermion
DM in the EFT description. We assume a similar Lagrangian involving φ to the case above
L → −1
2
µφφh
2 − 1
2Λ
h2χ¯χ− yfhff¯ . (B.23)
Similarly to before we derive the loop induced φ partial decay width to DM
Γloopφ→χ¯χ =
〈|M|2〉
16pimφ
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
)1/2
∼ µ
2
φmφ
2048pi5Λ2
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
)3/2
, (B.24)
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and the branching ratio of φ to DM (as defined in eq. (B.19))
BDM '
1 + 64Λ2pi4
m2φ
√
1− 4m
2
h
m2φ
(
1− 4m
2
χ
m2φ
)−3/2−1 , (B.25)
Then taking the relevant mass ordering mχ,mh  mφ this simplifies to
BDM '
m2φ
64Λ2pi4
∼ 10−8
( mφ
104 GeV
)2(106 GeV
Λ
)2
. (B.26)
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